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BC Water Act Modernization
INPUT SUBMISSION

INTRODUCT ION
The District of Maple Ridge has numerous watercourses of significance that have been
identified, protected, and enhanced by the District in its efforts to comply with the objectives,
regulations and policies of both senior agencies and our community. The District shares
some of its significant watercourses with the neighbouring municipalities of Pitt Meadows
and Mission, which currently have active water licenses. Maple Ridge also has a number of
aquifers that have been classified by the Province with a high vulnerability status. There are
considerable numbers of groundwater wells located in Maple Ridge that are reliant on these
aquifers, as well as many of our watercourses.
The importance of water resources to the community of Maple Ridge is reflected in the
significant body of work that has been undertaken by the District over numerous years,
elements of which have been recognized through provincial, national and regional awards.
The resources dedicated to the development of information, tools and policies to protect
environmentally sensitive areas is significant Examples of these include an award-winning
environmental mapping and community based information management system, and
streamside protection guidelines.
According to the provincial records, the District does not have any active water licenses
on file; however, water quality for both surface flows and groundwater are considered to be
of utmost importance to the District and the many organizations that work with us to ensure
proper stewardship of our most precious resource. You will note that throughout our
submission we have emphasized the importance of focusing on both quality and quantity of
water during the Water Act Modernization process.
The District of Maple Ridge has a well known historical respect for and dependency on
the waterways that abound our community, to the point that local stewardship groups, such
as the Alouette River Management Society (ARMS), Kanaka Education and Environmental
Partnership Society (KEEPS), Alouette Valley Association (AVA), Silver Valley Association
(SVA), and the CEED Centre Society have thrived and attained notable reputations for
influence in the areas of stream protection and management. The District is pleased to both
philosophically and financially support these organizations. For this reason, members from
some of those organizations participated on the committee that formulated this submission.
Also, we attach recent letters from ARMS sent to you, Minister Penner, and to the Ministry of
Environment Water Stewardship Division Regional Manager, Julia Berardinucci; as we believe
they make significant points that are reflective of the discussions hosted by the WAM
provincial team.
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We would like to compliment the WAM provincial team for their efforts in engaging
members of the Province in dialogue framed by the WAM Discussion Paper. Our District was
afforded an opportunity to participate in the meeting held in Vancouver on April 21, 2010
and found the comments were very much aligned with beliefs and concerns that have been
raised within our community.
Before we outline our position on the document’s outlined principles and options, we
would first like to address three areas where we feel consideration is warranted to better
assist both the process and the final outcome. These three areas of concern are: the WAM
process; legislation interdependence; and implementation tools and support. A discussion of
these topics follows, after which our input is provided according to the submission structure
in the Discussion Paper.
Thank you in advance for the consideration of the aforementioned three points of
concern, and our submission in full.

W AT ER A CT M ODERNIZAT ION PROCESS
PR OCESS
In regards to the process following the April 30, 2010 deadline for input submissions, we
accept that time must be given for proper technical analysis of the feedback obtained from
the process; however, we have strong concerns that the steps following the technical
analysis do not appear to be inclusive of the public. Instead, it appears that there will be no
disclosure to the public until the final public policy proposals have been drafted. It is our
understanding that the technical analysis will be presented in a closed meeting structure to
the government. Considering the contents of the submission to the government are the
words of the public, we would expect that the public would be afforded full access to the
contents of the findings.
Therefore, we strongly encourage the Province to offer a continuation of the transparency
that has been a strongpoint of the process to date. Every British Columbian is affected by the
health of our waterways and systems, and many work tirelessly to protect them, as
evidenced by the many participants in the process to date. It would be a natural expectation
that these same British Columbians continue to be involved. We trust that you will hear this
from the WAM team, as it has apparently been a theme throughout the province. We thank
you in advance for your consideration of this matter, as continued transparency in this
process will enhance credibility of the final document.
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INTERDEPENDENCE: THE WAT ER ACT AND THE F ISH PROT ECTION ACT
Our second area of consideration was put forward from our stewardship organizations’
representatives on our submission committee. Members of ARMS, KEEPS, and AVA were
active participants of the body of work that created the Fish Protection Act and they feel
strongly that this Act is a “model” Act developed from a public, inclusive process, meant to be
used in conjunction with the Water Protection Act, but left without a solid link into the Water
Protection Act. This is the key to environmental protection for all creatures of forest, field,
and stream and would be integral to the success of the Act that you are now reviewing, as it
in itself contains many of the protections and regulations that would ensure the water quality
and quantity that we are striving to achieve. As mentioned, the process that enabled the Fish
Protection Act was a thorough, broad, and inclusive public process that was supported by
municipalities and government agencies throughout the province. Much of what resides in
that Act and the regulations there under contain baselines and information that, without
being implemented, will reduce the success of the Water Act Modernization process.
Therefore, the District strongly recommends that the Fish Protection Act is completely
enacted and interfaced with the legislation that results from the WAM process.

IM PLEM ENTATION TOOLS AND SU PPORT
Many of the areas of concern with the existing Water Act is a result of the dependency on
the use and effectiveness of other pieces of legislation, such as the Environmental
Management Act, Forest and Range Practices Act, Environmental Assessment Act, Fish
Protection Act, Local Government Act, and the Public Health Act, as well as the federal level,
which encompasses the Fisheries Act. Without adequate staffing levels; improved
communication between all responsible parties; and improved methods of data collection
and management to better carry out the defined work of all such Acts, any improvements to
the Water Act will result in the same outcomes that have been experienced to date, thus
negating the point of this review. (Again, we would like to emphasize consideration of
implementing the Fish Protection Act in its entirety.)
This is covered off in greater detail in Goal 2 of our submission, but we would like to
highlight upfront that we are concerned with an outcome that would be void of the financial
wherewithal to deliver results. Therefore, the government should make every effort to ensure
both the provincial and federal responsibilities in all area of water management and
protection are funded accordingly. Concerns of downloading costs to the lower levels of
government also give rise to concern and the ability to adequately manage the required work.
Financial sustainability is paramount to the success of any new structures.
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Thank you for your consideration of these three areas of concern, not specifically
identified in the submission guideline. Following is our input on the principles proposed in
the discussion paper, and the objectives and proposed options for each of the four goal
areas.

PRINCIPLES
Prior to reviewing each of the listed principles we would like to provide comment on the
exclusion of related values. We believe that without a stated set of values, the principles are
merely statements, as opposed to beliefs that support our values as British Columbians. As
such, we would like to provide our values in this regard.
Knowing that water is intrinsic to life, yet is exhaustible and vulnerable, B.C. commits to
ensuring both the quantity and quality of water will be preciously guarded for all future
generations through the following values:
• a holistic approach to the efficient management, enhancement and protection of
B.C.’s water
• shared responsibilities inclusive of all levels of government, local agencies and
organizations—we are all stewards of the environment
• priority on environmental health for the greater good
• systems thinking as opposed to myopic
• the right to use comes with responsibilities
• disregard for the environment will have significant consequences
• clear lines of communication are integral to achieving and maintaining public
confidence and overall effectiveness.
Input specific to proposed principles
1. Too vague - This principle should speak to a commitment of continually establishing
and reviewing minimum levels that are required to sustain the environment; all other
uses being secondary.
2. Appropriate
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3. Science should be reflective of holistic needs regarding the whole eco-system.
Myopic views based on insufficient science may not serve to protect the water and
the environment as a whole. Consider changing to the following:
Science must be required to inform water resource management and decision
making within a holistic framework.
4. Would go further to state harmonized and consolidated
5. Concern about focus on investment and should be restated to reflect the advantages
of a thriving water system to secondary needs for investment—at minimum it would
be better if the sentence ended after…clearly defined.
6. Accepted
7. Should end after conservation
8. Accepted
We recommend an additional principle that is reflective of the following intent:
9. B.C. water laws are accountable through measureable goals and a commitment to
review the efficacy of all legislation.
The principles, once inclusive of the above comments, need to be reflected more strongly
in the objectives and subsequent options, as the principles do not appear to guide the
discussion document as strongly as one would expect.

GOAL ONE: PROTECTING ST REAM HEALT H AND AQUATIC
A QUATIC ENVIRONMENTS
Objective One
We do not agree with objective 1, as it only refers to flow and the wording is not strong
enough with the use of the word “considered” when referencing environmental flow needs.
This objective should be reflective of both quantity and quality, which would be in line with
our previous comments on a holistic approach. As well, the language needs to be
strengthened to reflect the expectation that baselines for environmental flow needs will be a
priority, with all other uses dispersed in strict adherence to maintaining the baseline.
Currently, licenses are issued based on current and historic water flows. Since water
flows may decrease over time there should be the ability to reduce water allocations if
conditions change.
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The process of designating sensitive streams has stagnated and no new sensitive
streams have been designated since the original 15. Many other equally important streams
are under increasing pressure and need to be designated before they become moribund, or
all streams should be considered sensitive.
The Federal and Provincial responsibilities must be properly delineated. Presently, there
appears to be confusion as to who is responsible for changes around a stream, which, when
reported, has left the public with a sense of unresponsiveness on the part of both levels of
government. One agency should be designated as responsible for the overall health of the
stream and that agency should have clearly defined expectations, responses, and measures
in order to be held accountable for all actions—otherwise the standards and/or regulations
that are implemented from this review will be of no value.
Water quality objectives MUST be included. This should not be a consideration but an
imperative.
Options for Objective One
Our preference is for the adoption of environmental flow standards that the decision
maker must adhere to with an opportunity for applicants to be able to appeal a decision if
there is clear justification. Environmental flow standards should set the bar high and science
should guide appeal discussions. Guidelines are too subjective and we strongly disagree with
using them.
Objective Two
The same can be said for objective 2. Without clear baseline data, available water is not
known and there is an element of risk to over-allocating resources to the detriment of the
environment. Science- and data-driven decision making should be included in the objective,
which would be more reflective of the principles. Flows may change over time; therefore,
licenses issued should be reviewed periodically and if necessary adjusted to the changing
conditions.
Options for Objective Two
B and C are the preferred options.
Our district would like to see more resources allocated to the task at hand to ensure that
more stringent standards are required with respect to environmental flow standards. The
District is in favour of supporting both these options whereby priority areas would have
required water allocation plans developed by the Province and in other areas, the decision
maker must consider the water allocation plan of the Province, with requirements to explain
reasons for any decisions that do not follow the plan’s recommendations.
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Objective Three
Objective 3 should be holistic and reflective of all species. Much of the content of the
Discussion Paper is fish centric and would be better served if it was inclusive of all species
dependent on the water. Many species surrounding the water are negatively affected when
debris and materials are dumped into streams. Further, water that is drawn under the
provision of a license must, if returned to the stream, not be contaminated, and should be
quantified and tested.
Options for Objective Three
B is the preferred option, but a holistic, integrated, collaborative strategy needs to be the
focus of this option. The District would like to include a prohibition against dumping of a
wider range of debris and materials into streams, with a requirement for the person
responsible to restore stream health.
Additional Comments:
Risk is referenced throughout this goal, yet it is not defined. When determining options
involving reference to “low” and “high” risk scenarios, it would be important to define these
terms. There should be no acceptance of risk to the health of both surface and ground water
and all efforts should be aimed at preventing such.

GOAL
GO AL T WO: IMPROVING WAT
WAT ER GOVERNANCE
Residents and agriculture in Maple Ridge continue to rely heavily on wells, either as their
sole water supply or in combination with the municipal water supply. All stakeholders who
use or can impact groundwater should be accountable and responsible. Accountability must
be strongly established for all stakeholders and the District therefore supports the shared or
delegated approach as opposed to a centralized approach.
Overall, the objectives of goal two start to respond to the issues that currently impact the
effectiveness of the Water Act as it stands today. We suggest the following for consideration:
• We are in strong agreement of the shared model.
• We believe that a framework for shared responsibility, with the goal of allowing the
affected jurisdiction the ability to determine the degree of responsibility, as long as
proof of capacity exists.
• The health of our water system requires measureable goals, especially in the area
of reported abuses. A “first responders” clause with measureable response times
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should be discussed and developed as part of the shared model. What gets
measured gets done.
• The framework must be funded. We would be amenable to fee discussions.
• Currently there is a huge disparity in what agricultural users pay for water. Those
users that have access to water licenses pay essentially nothing for their water.
Those that do not have access are paying vastly higher municipal rates. Water
licensees should, at the very least, pay enough to cover the costs to administer a
properly run system. (An example is attached - see Schedule A.)
• If licensees were to pay a more reasonable price for the water that they use, there
would be a financial incentive to invest in water conservation techniques; there
would also be a more level playing field across all agricultural users.
• The final model must be a collaborative, integrated, holistic one that facilitates
better lines of communication between all levels of government and their
associated agencies. Preferably, we would like to see government agencies
streamlined so that there is a recognizable agency taking the lead on this work in
order to facilitate access to information and overall responsiveness from the
government. All legislation should be streamlined and aligned to ensure seamless
protection and enhancement of our water systems.
• Education should be a strong component of all plans.
• We believe in strong penalties for abuses.
• Incentives should be offered for reduced consumption—possible consideration to
rebate program.

GOAL THREE: INTRODUC ING MORE FLEX IBILIT Y AND EFFICIENCY INTO THE
WAT ER ALLOCATION SYSTEM
SYS TEM
We support all of the objectives as defined in goal three, but we believe each must be
founded on science and supported by improved technology.
We strongly encourage the review of all existing water licenses.
We strongly encourage the use of incentives to encourage the reduction of water needs.
This is inclusive of working with existing plans and incorporating best practices in Regional
Growth Strategies and Official Community Plans. Ensure plans work to reduce usage.
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Environmental needs are the priority, with all other water users absorbing the
requirement to adjust during periods of low flow.
Objective One
The District recommends a combination of a number of options provided in this
discussion paper to encourage better water use efficiency. This way, if water is not being
used in a beneficial way as authorized, there is the potential for license cancellation.
However there may be a number of other issues and inefficient practices that may require:
• Option B: codes for efficient infrastructure and practices developed in partnership
with various sectors and government;
• Option C: the use of incentives and economic instruments to encourage water
efficiency including penalties and bonuses, water rentals and pricing structures, as
well as rebates for water reclamation
• Option D: review and update rules for the transfer and appointment of existing
water rights to enable transfers for more balanced consumptive use and improve
stream health
• Option F: permitted uses would be defined and allowed under the Act based on
level of risk or if considered acceptable by government, defined and applied
through a water allocation plan.
• Options I-N (note L is detailed below): options that encourage end users to be
responsible for improved decision making and enforcement along with provincial
agencies
• Option L: Technology should be deployed to monitor in real time both water usage
and stream flow by each license holder. The monitoring should be paid for by the
license holder and be a condition of the license. (The technology is not expensive).
The data should be accessible on the web and should be accessible to all
stakeholders; this is an inexpensive solution that will ensure sufficient stream flow
for water withdrawal and ensure that license holders are complying with their
license conditions. There may be situations where it is difficult to gather real time
data and a few exceptions may have to be made but in the vast majority of cases,
given the state of today’s communications technology, this should be an easily
accomplished goal. (Note: It has been noted by our District staff that even the
current provincial MOE website is cumbersome to use and unreliable. Staff has
found it crashing on them when trying to gather or send information.)
• Further comments regarding water use efficiencies are that we are in favour of a
“pay for use” system.
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Objective Two Option
Flexibility is provided to water users and decision makers to quickly adapt to changing
environmental, economic, and social conditions. The District encourages greater
collaboration between government agencies and license holders using Option A guidelines.
Further, as suggested in Option L above, if data is collected it will be much easier to adapt to
changing conditions. Conditions will be known in real time and not when it is too late to
mitigate serious situations as they occur.
We encourage a proactive, as opposed to a reactive, system.
Objective Three
Objective Three Option
The District encourages the Province to consider that prioritization of water licenses
should be based on priority of use; for example human consumption needs and not on
FITFIR. Therefore, we support Option B—priority of use rather than FITFIR.
Objective Four
Fou r
The District would like Options A, B, and C considered in order to address temporary
water scarcity. Using these options the decision makers can determine on a case by case
basis the effects on water users and balance with environmental protection. Potentially, all
users would have to reduce use on a proportional basis, and a hierarchy of priorities would
be established for user needs. The focus must be to ensure the baseline that supports
environmental needs is maintained.
Addressing long-term water scarcity may require a combination of E and F, but definitely
we support F as a starting point.

GOAL FOU R: REGULATIN G GROU NDWATER EXTRAC TION AND USE
We agree that there needs to be regulations on the use of groundwater, especially in the
area of business. However, we once again strongly urge that every objective is inclusive of
both quantity and quality of water discussion and focus. Greater integration is required in
terms of standards for surface water quality and groundwater. Determination of extraction
limits and regulations needs to be discussed further with municipalities prior to legislation
being developed. We would highly recommend further consultation for this area.
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SCHED ULE A

EXAMPLE: AGRICULTUR E SECTOR WAT ER LICENSE COST

Cu Metre
Acre Foot

In Gallons
264
325,851

Cost of water to GEG
0.6c for 1000 cubic metres
LIC 06A01
Acre Feet
Gallons
Cu Metres In 1000 Cu Metres
Irrigation
82.5
26,882,708
101,762.91
101.76 $
Frost
832.5
271,270,958
1,026,880.26
1,026.88 $
Flood
62.5
20,365,688
77,093.11
77.09 $
$
LIC 06A01

Irrigation
Frost
Flood

On city Water
Acre Feet
82.5
832.5
62.5

60c
61.06
616.13
46.26
723.44

49c for 1 cubic metre
Gallons
26,882,708
271,270,958
20,365,688
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Cu Metres
101,762.91 $
1,026,880.26 $
77,093.11 $
$

Current
49c
49,864
503,171
37,776
590,811

$
$
$
$

Proposed
65c
66,146
667,472
50,111
783,729
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SCHED ULE C
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